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HOW I EMPOWER 
MY CLIENTS

Part of my process is getting the client involved in
the design process. By working closely with you
every step of the way, I gain a better understanding
of your needs and what makes your organization
unique to better speak to your target audience.

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT
WORKING WITH ME

I will take your ideas and bring them to life. I
understand the importance of being responsive 
and collaborative,  I am always happy to answer
questions and willing to go the extra mile to ensure
the job is done right.

WHY BUILDING A
BRAND STORY IS KEY

The creation of a cohesive campaign and brand
identity will ensure that you show up consistently
through all social media platforms. The community
and local businesses will increasingly recognize your
brand and build awareness of your services.



MY  GOAL  I S  ALWAYS  TO

CREATE  MEANINGFUL  DES IGN

THAT  ATTRACTS  A  BUS INESS '

TARGET  AUDIENCE  

I  am Daniel le Lewis and I  am the owner,
lead designer and creative force behind
Daniel le Lewis Designs. 

I  have been helping businesses achieve
their design goals for 13+ years.  

My genius l ies in logo design and
printed promotional materials.
My portfol io spans through mult iple
industries and includes not for profits
such as The New Mom Project and the
Period Purse, for whom I most recently
did their brand refresh.

ABOUT US
DANIELLE LEWIS DESIGNS
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DESIGN SAMPLES

I recently refreshed The Period Purse's logo and support materials,
giving them a look that was not only gender inclusive but modern,
vibrant and one with character and strength. The new logo matches
existing  materials I designed for their Menstruation Nation brand,
in order to create a cohesive brand story.
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I have been working with the New Mom project since 2014 when I
designed their logo. I recently refreshed the logo to include their
tagline Moms Supporting Moms for use on social media, to give
supporters a snapshot of what they do. Other materials designed
for them include intake forms, Canva and powerpoint templates,
banner and Strategic direction one pager to attract donors. 

DESIGN SAMPLES



I created the brand for the Healing Collective, in late 2017, for a
team who was building a hub for practitioners to see patients. 
The objective was to create an inclusive and safe space for the
community to come for support, as well as enjoy workshops and
group classes in the East end of Toronto. 
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DESIGN SAMPLES
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DESIGN SAMPLES

LINK Advanced Movement Mechanics was taken over by my
client in 2018. I refreshed the brand to incorporate her
Pilates-based approach to core training. Her unique
background is  grounded in the science of anatomy,
biomechanics and movement analysis.


